Attentional mechanisms of borderline personality disorder
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We consider whether disruption of a specific neural circuit related to self-regulation is an underlying biological deficit in borderline personality disorder (BPD). Because patients with BPD exhibit a poor ability to regulate negative affect, we hypothesized that brain mechanisms thought to be involved in such self-regulation would function abnormally even in situations that seem remote from the symptoms exhibited by these patients. To test this idea, we compared the efficiency of attentional networks in BPD patients with controls who were matched to the patients in having very low self-reported effortful control and very high negative emotionality and controls who were average in these two temperamental dimensions. We found that the patients exhibited significantly greater difficulty in their ability to resolve conflict among stimulus dimensions in a purely cognitive task than did average controls but displayed no deficit in overall reaction time, errors, or other attentional networks. The temperamentally matched group did not differ significantly from either group. A significant correlation was found between measures of the ability to control conflict in the reaction-time task and self-reported effortful control.

Kandel (1, 2) has argued that new concepts in neuroscience now make it possible to relate higher level cognition to brain systems, making contact with psychoanalytic concepts. Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is one mental health problem that has been identified and studied by psychoanalytic (3) as well as behaviorally oriented (4) therapists. Because of its complexity and lack of clear organic markers, BPD poses one of the greatest challenges to the goal suggested by Kandel's articles. As a first step in trying to make a translation between psychoanalytic and neuroscience concepts, we examine whether patients with BPD show a systematic deficit in a circuit known from neuroimaging studies to be involved in regulation of cognition and emotion.

BPD as defined in DSM IV involves a failure to integrate interpersonal relationships with the self-image, lability of affect, and impulsivity. There is no question about the devastating reality of behavioral problems of people diagnosed with BPD. Estimates of prevalence run from 0.3% to 1.8% in the adult population of the United States (5). Up to 75% of individuals diagnosed with BPD engage in self-destructive behavior such as self-mutilation (6) and suicide (7).

We began our efforts by hypothesizing that borderline patients would be high in negative affect and low in effortful control as measured by temperament and personality scales (8). These two constructs are related most closely to the overwhelming negative feelings and poor control of emotion and behavior that are at the heart of the borderline symptoms. A temperament high in negative emotionality (fear and anger) and low in effortful control would also seem to provide a basis for poor interpersonal relations, another of the central difficulties in BPD.

We chose to measure temperament with the adult temperament questionnaire (ATQ) (8), because (i) it included scales assessing negative affect and effortful control, and (ii) in children, effortful control as measured by a child form of the ATQ has been found to correlate with the ability to resolve conflict between stimulus dimensions (9). In adults, conflict tasks activate a common network of neural areas including the dorsal anterior cingulate and lateral prefrontal cortex, important for the control of cognition and emotion (10, 11).

Because a sense of conscience among children has been found to be related to effortful control (12) and BPD patients have problems with appropriate behavior in social settings, we speculated that there might be a specific disorder of mechanisms related to effortful control present in BPD patients that would generalize beyond the domain of interpersonal relations. To test this idea, we compared performance on the attention network test (ANT), a reaction-time (RT) task that was created to assess the efficiency of three attentional control networks (13). We studied patients diagnosed with BPD and two groups of controls. One group, the temperamentally matched controls, showed similar levels of negative affect and effortful control to the patients as measured by the ATQ (8). A second group, the average controls, showed mean levels on these two temperamental variables. We also correlated performance on effortful control as measured by the questionnaire with the efficiency of the executive attention network as measured by the ANT.

Methods

Participants. Thirty-nine individuals in the New York area were diagnosed as having BPD by trained psychiatrists as part of a double-blind treatment study. The diagnosis involved 11 h of objective measures and interviews covering Axis I disorders [Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnosis (SCID), ref. 14] and Axis II disorders [International Personality Disorder Examination (IPDE), ref. 15].

In addition, we identified controls without known personality disorders from a sample of 1,000 students at Hunter College in New York City who completed the ATQ (ref. 8 and D.E.E. and M.K.R., unpublished data). The ATQ is a self-report questionnaire that asks subjects to read and rate 118 self-descriptive statements. Scores range from 1 to 7, with 4 representing the midpoint of the scale. The composite temperament scales of negative affect and effortful control were used to select two control groups for further study (see Table 1). All controls were also screened for personality disorders by using the international personality disorder examination (14). Only those without disorder are included in Table 1.

Procedure. All participants completed the ANT (ref. 13; see also Fig. 1) to provide an evaluation of efficiency in three aspects of attention: alerting, orienting, and conflict resolution. Alerting is
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produced by a warning signal that contains no information about where the target will occur. Orienting is induced by a spatial cue that indicates where the target will be located. Conflict is produced by flankers surrounding the target that are incongruent with the target. Specific subtractions to obtain each measure are shown in Fig. 1d.

The task was to press the left key if the central arrow pointed leftward and the right key if it pointed rightward. The target arrow was surrounded by flanker arrows that either pointed in the same direction (congruent) or the opposite direction (incongruent). One of four cue conditions was presented before the target: no cue, a double cue, a single cue at the location of the upcoming target, or a single central cue.

Each subject was given a total of 288 experimental trials, one fourth in each of the four cue conditions. Each trial began with either no cue or one of the three cues presented for 100 msec. The cue was followed after an average interval of 400 msec by a congruent, incongruent, or neutral target with equal frequency.

For all the persons described above and 40 additional persons for whom data were available on both the ATQ and ANT (131 persons total: 39 BPD patients, 22 temperamentally matched controls, and 70 unselected controls), we correlated performance on the ANT with scores on the effortful control measures of the ATQ. The effortful control measure involves questions dealing with the ability of people to exercise deliberate control of their behavior, thought, or emotion by activating or inhibiting relevant behaviors. For example, in a statement related to effortful control, people are asked to rate on a seven-point scale the degree to which each of the following are true of them: “I hardly ever finish things on time,” and “I can easily resist talking out of turn, even when I am excited and want to express an idea.” To study negative affect, participants rate statements in Table 1. Group demographics
such as “looking down at the ground from an extremely high place makes me feel uneasy,” and “I seldom become sad when I watch a sad movie.”

Results

Results of the effort to select temperamentally matched controls are shown in Table 2. The temperamental controls matched the patients in negative affect very closely and were even lower on effortful control than the patients. Medicated and nonmedicated BPD patients did not differ in temperament scores.

Results of the ANT task are shown in Table 3. ANOVAs showed highly significant effects of cue and target quite similar to what had been found in previous studies (13). These differences are reflected in the network scores shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2, which provide the result of the subtractions for alerting, orienting, and conflict (shown in Fig. 1d).

Table 2. ATQ scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BPD patients</th>
<th>Negative affect mean (SD)</th>
<th>Effortful control mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unmedicated BPD</td>
<td>5.08 (0.60)</td>
<td>3.51 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicated BPD</td>
<td>4.93 (0.48)</td>
<td>3.59 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperamentally matched controls</td>
<td>5.22 (0.67)</td>
<td>3.44 (0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average controls</td>
<td>3.98 (0.13)</td>
<td>4.03 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviation is shown in parentheses after each score.

We evaluated whether the difference between patients and controls could be explained by differences in age or medication. It was possible that the medicated patients showed a somewhat larger effect, because they tend to have more severe symptoms than the unmedicated patients. Although the medicated patients showed a somewhat larger conflict score than unmedicated patients, this result was not significant $[F(1,39) = 0.298]$. Given the age differences between groups, we evaluated age as a predictor of conflict. Age and conflict scores were not significantly correlated for any of the groups. Thus the difference between patients and average controls was not because of age or medication.

To examine the relationship between network scores on the ANT and questionnaire scale scores, we calculated conflict scores (RT for incongruent – congruent trials) for each subject and divided by the overall RT to reduce the influence of overall RT. We then correlated these adjusted conflict scores with effortful control as measured by the ATQ. We found a significant negative correlation of $-0.29 (P < 0.01)$. All the subscales related to effortful control were also related to the conflict scores of the ANT. This replicated a finding that had been reported in young children (9). We also replicated the usual finding that effortful control was negatively related to reported negative affect $r = -0.68 (P < 0.01)$ (16).

Discussion

The results obtained indicate two important findings about BPD. First, there seems to be a specific abnormality in BPD patients in an attentional network involved in conflict resolution and more generally in cognitive control. This was found even though the ANT is a purely cognitive task, remote from the emotional symptoms related to BPD. No other attentional network seems to be impaired in these patients.

Second, the abnormality as measured by the ANT is definitely present only in the patients. Although the temperamental controls are also elevated in conflict score, they are not significantly different from the average controls despite having lower average effortful control values than the patients. These findings are congruent with a number of hypotheses about the etiology of the disorder. One is the idea that temperament plays a role in the disorder, possibly in predisposing an individual to develop it. We have examined several polymorphisms in candidate genes known to influence the conflict network (17), but thus far we have not been able to detect any abnormal frequencies in the patients (18). In the full sample of patients studied at the Department of Psychiatry (Westchester Division of Weill Medical College), 71% reported emotional abuse, 38% physical abuse, and 28% sexual abuse. These and other aspects of socialization might act together with a lack of effortful control to produce the other symptoms. Another possibility is that the difficulties in socialization themselves may produce an inappropriate development of attentional mechanisms for the control of cognition and emotion.

Although the attentional deficit found in BPD patients is not likely to be confined to this group, the fact that it involves a specific attentional network provides important information on the anatomy of the deficit. Neuroimaging studies have shown that an important part of the conflict network involves the anterior cingulate gyrus (10, 11, 19). There is evidence of the development of this network between ages 2 and 7 years, as indicated in the performance on a spatial conflict task inducing conflict between identity and location, two of the earliest developing visual-system operations (9). In adults, this spatial conflict task activates the dorsal cingulate in an area similar to the one activated by the color Stroop and in the flanker task as used in the ANT (11). There are significant correlations between children’s performance on the spatial conflict task and parent...
reports of effortful control (9, 20). The current data show a similar correlation in adults.1

Work with a child version of the ANT suggests that development in the network underlying the ability to deal with conflict continues up to age 7 but not after that age.** A striking feature of children over the developmental period from age 2 to 7 is an increase in their ability to regulate their cognition and emotion. Moreover, during this period, abusive events, which have also been related to BPD, may be likely to influence the developing attentional system (3). It is useful therefore to consider what is known about the normal development of attention and effortful control at these ages.


Studies of effortful control (21) and the conflict network (22) both have found substantial heritability. In addition, empathy with others is strongly related to effortful control, with children high in effortful control showing greater empathy (23). To display empathy toward others requires that we interpret their signals of distress or pleasure. Lack of empathy may help to produce the kind of difficulty with interpersonal relations found in BPD. Recently it was found that both effortful control and conflict as measured by the ANT aided in the prediction of antisocial outcomes in adolescence (L. Ellis, unpublished data). In children (24) and adults (25), lesions of the medial frontal areas including the dorsal anterior cingulate produce the tendency toward poor interpersonal relations and more generally antisocial behavior. Consistent with its influence on empathy, effortful control also seems to play a role in the development of conscience (26). These findings make it plausible that the temperamental characteristics of BPD patients could predispose them to difficulties in socialization.
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